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Community Leader Group Notes

Via Zoom

March 17, 2022

• Intro
o Hybrid Meeting for April: Be sure to keep an eye on your email/Facebook about in-person
location. Let Sara Elise know by Wednesday 3/30/2022 at 12pm if you will need
childcare so that she has time to coordinate.

• Issues of Interest
o Advocacy Area 2: Mental Health

▪ Behavioral Wellness Strategic Plan Update: new plan to be created; the pandemic and
fire have had a significant impact and the plan is almost wrapped up. A 5 agency partnership
(GCRHN, Mind Springs, Grand Futures, Middle Park Health, and Grand County Public Health)
will be involved. It will be done quickly, and will include additional agencies. These agencies are
asking for CLG feedback. Ideas will be presented to this group to review during a future CLG
meeting- details to come.

▪ Suicide Prevention Efforts
➢ QPR (Question, Persuade, Refer) Suicide Prevention training: Do we want

to use some funding toward this? We have funding available. This
training is quick and accessible. Kasy stated that she would be willing
to do some of the certification to be a trainer. Kasy also proposed
polling the community via Facebook poll. GCRHN staff reported that
this may be possible to do in several weeks after monitoring the
feedback from the LivingWorks training that was posted to the
GCRHN website a few weeks ago. The group decided that in the
meantime, we may want to pursue a training just for the CLG.

➢ Posters and flyers were printed by Kopy Kat. Sara Elise picked them up on
Friday 3/25 and has started coordinating with partner agencies for distribution.

- Community Leaders volunteered to assist with the distribution
of the posters and flyers. GCRHN staff will share a list of
completed deliveries at the next CLG meeting and the group
will discuss the locations that still need materials.

- CLG approved sharing leftover hike bracelets with the faith
community and other interested partners.

➢ LivingWorks Start: free until they run out out licenses; see our Facebook
post for details.

▪ September 18, 2022 You Are Not Alone Hike : updates from the first planning meeting
on 3/17 are as follows: 10 people (Behavioral Health Navigator Sue Johnson, the Zero
Suicide Initiative group, Sara Elise & others) discussed what worked last year and what
can be improved.
2021 Successes: SWAG (bracelets, shirts, beads), location, food, partner/agency presence
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such as effective to have our First Responders, police, EMS, fire dept., etc. present and
recognized, yoga, music by KFFR, raised funds
2022 Suggestions: recommended we charge for shirts, be more intentional about the
recognition of and gratitude for first responder- including educational pieces, have
multiple subcommittees to organize, reduce confusion, delegate tasks and distribute the
workload required for preparation and management of the event, try again to include GC
Veteran’s office.
- Sara Elise shared that people interested in volunteering/ participating in subcomittees
can attend the first 20-30 minutes of the Zero Suicide Initiative meeting, held the 3rd
Thursday of every month from 10-10:30 am (if interested, let Sara Elise know)
- CLG asked Sara Elise to share her list of drafted subcommittees (see page 4)

Advocacy Area 1: Affordable Housing
▪ Frameworks Institute Housing Messaging Training, PowerPoint presented by Sara Elise.
The PowerPoint as well as the Backfire image are both attached here as PDFs.

- Takeaways: there are some forms of messaging about affordable housing that can
actually ‘backfire’ and hurt our cause more than help it. This training covers those
backfires and why they happen.

- CLG and GCRHN will work together to reframe some of the current messaging
we have been using regarding housing in Grand County.

▪ Multi-media awareness campaign:
➢ Group discussion on the need to revise language

▪ Grand County Multi-jurisdictional Housing Authority(GCMJHA)
➢ Sara Elise attended the GCMJHA meeting on 3/14/2022. The
Intergovernmental agreement (IGA) working group presented their
recommendations on the timeline for the GCMJHA, board composition, the
powers of the new authority and revenue sources to ensure sustainability. Several
pictures from the PowerPoint presentation they made are attached here and we
encourage you to look at them.

- *** CALL TO ACTION UPDATE: Neither the working group nor the
town officials at the meeting talked about having impacted community
members ( that actually live here full-time and are not business
owners) appointed to the board, or having it written into the by-laws
that they would be. This is what this group has stated that they want to
advocate for. The ‘Call to Action,’ email will be shared again with the
group. According to the timeline it looks like they would like to appoint
the board members in April and May 2022 so action has to happen
immediately.

➢ Jen briefly reviewed the power map and the new Strategic MJHA Chart (
attached) she created using a template from the Midwest Academy.
- How can we as a group look at our power map and this strategy chart to advocate
for the equity in board representation ( having at least 3 impacted community
members be on the board and have it written into the by-laws) of the Grand
County Multi-Jurisdictional Housing Authority?
Group feedback:
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- Diane suggested we share success stories from other mountain communities.
- LaNita believes there was so much information shared tonight; she would like to
give some thought to how to get people to listen to us.
- Irene commented that it will take unity, a group effort to make a difference.
Writing letters, phone calls, faxing, etc. She is an active volunteer with multiple
agencies affiliated with health. Irene works with these agencies on their advocacy
efforts.

Let’s take time to absorb, reflect, and share info. Sara Elise will reshare the call to
action email. We can reshare as individuals to help make a difference.

- Of note from Sara Elise, that call to action with the letter was sent out to
over 45 people on our email list last week.

Action Items

- Sara Elise will reshare the call to action email
- Community Leaders will aim to share the call to action with 5 people each
- Sara Elise will send out strategy chart for the GCMJHA board & advisory committee( see

attached)
- LaNita will follow up with her contact at MPHS about Suicide Prevention training
- Sara Elise will include draft of subcommittees for the You Are Not Alone hike ( see page

4)
- Community Leaders will look at the subcommittees and come with feedback to the next

CLG meeting or email Sara Elise feedback and/or with desire to join a subcommittee
- Sara Elise will attach PP from Frameworks Housing Messaging Backfires presentation

and attach graphic with backfires
- -Jen, Amanda and Sara Elise will discuss QPR poll on FB to potentially post in a few

weeks
- Community Leaders will review and reflect on the Strategy Chart (attached) and reach out

with feedback to Sara Elise.
- Sara Elise will compile a list for the next CLG meeting of where flyers have gone, list of

where else they need to go so that people can sign up to distribute more.
- Community Leaders will keep an eye out for Alaina’s housing videos and like/share them

once GCRHN has posted them to FaceBook.

• Next Meeting: April 21, 2022 from 6-8 pm
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You Are Not Alone Hike Subcommittees Draft:

● Site layout/ Compliance Coordinator: make sure that regulations for the YMCA Snow Mountain
Ranch are being followed, that bracelets are being given out to everyone there, etc.

● Hike/ Event Signage Coordinator/Team: putting signs up around the hike itself and legit building
for the event)

● Volunteer Management: emailing, point person, stays at registration table mainly but also checks
in with parking volunteers, etc.

● Education Coordinator/Team: create ‘did you know,’ signs, etc.
● Food Coordinator/Team: coordinate vendors and keep in touch afterwards for payment, if an

organization is donating food/paying for food, work with them on this, make sure that food
vendors have what they need day of ( like a tent, outlets, etc.

● SWAG Coordinator/Team: tshirts, beads, bracelets, makes sure there are enough, sets them up,
responsible for managing distribution, keeping track of payments for tshirts and getting the
payment to the person in charge of fundraising etc.

● Partner Presence/Team: coordinating and outreach to partners to attend, have booths, are near an
outlet if needed, have space to park a firetruck/ work with compliance, volunteers to be sure that a
firetruck can come, etc.

● Day of Coordinator/Team: responsible for creating a schedule for the day and keeping to schedule
day of, coordinating with partners for activities such as music requests, yoga, mindfulness
exercises, coloring/ craft table, banner/ picture tree etc.)

● Fundraising Coordinator/Team: making sure that the funds get to the organizations and program(s)
the group decides on together

● Marketing Team- designing, printing and putting signs up all over the county, reach out to KFFR,
FB posts, newspaper etc. to advertise the hike


